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Summary
Hartman Executive Advisors has released a new informational resource that discusses IT continuity plans during a pandemic. IT

continuity plans are a great necessity for businesses as employees work remotely during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

Message
Timonium, Maryland (prsafe) July 7, 2020 - Hartman Executive Advisors, a Maryland IT consulting company, recently released a

new informational resource that discusses IT continuity plans during a pandemic and how your IT infrastructure can make or break

your business. The article is guided by the IT company's extensive experience in helping businesses optimize growth and business

performance. Their team has the technical knowledge and experience necessary to help any business develop their leadership and

make smarter, more strategic decisions. They hope to help businesses emerge from this pandemic stronger and better prepared for

crises in the future.

The team at Hartman offers some valuable insights for businesses that need assistance in developing the proper continuity plans in

regard to their business in the wake of a pandemic. In the article, they go over some of the most commonly affected job roles that

have been affected by COVID-19, as well as how businesses can begin to think differently and take a more proactive and

data-centric approach to their business. Overall, they detail how important it is for businesses to create remote roles, servers, and

access in order to keep things moving smoothly in the event of a pandemic. They are proud of their ability to provide businesses

with a fresh perspective and a targeted approach that can help them feel confident in even the most trying of times.

While this new addition to their blog goes over IT plans and strategies during a pandemic, the IT company's website also details

their full list of service offerings they offer to businesses and their IT teams. Some of their services include organizational

development, CIO consulting, IT portfolio management, cyber risk assessments, IT due diligence, and software evaluations.

The team at Hartman Executive Advisors has deep industry knowledge and a track record of success that echoes their expertise and

professionalism. Their consulting practices have helped hundreds of organizations realize their long-term goals and achieve

consistent growth and profitability. Even in times of uncertainty, they hope to help give businesses the information and guidance

necessary to build lasting confidence. With the addition of this new article, they hope to help businesses understand how to evaluate

the impact a crisis may have and initiate the proper responses under a sound leadership plan. For more information, contact Hartman

Executive Advisors today at 410-587-0064 or visit their website at https://hartmanadvisors.com/. Their offices are located at 1954

Greenspring Drive Suite 320 Timonium, MD 21093.
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